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Abstract
Keep in pace with the 2008 Beijing Olympics and the 2010 Shanghai Expo, engineering events of different types 
and sizes are coming to China more than it had ever happened during years. Obviously, these could all cause safety 
problems. To organize the event perfectly, a lot of questions occur: How to provide the best safety to everyone 
participate in our event? How to deal with the emergencies during the event? These questions are the most important 
element of holding a successful event. This paper discusses the necessity of engineering risk management during 
events.
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1. The necessity of engineering Risk Management for Mega-Events
Big events, as great public activities, are organized with the work of venue renting or borrowing. Activities like 
sports games, exhibitions, entertaining shows, recruitments, garden parties, temple fairs and parades which involve 
public participants are events. Basing on the uncertainties from its publicity, mass participation, long time span, high 
input cost and other properties, it is necessary to run risk control for big events. 
1.1. Possible hidden danger during events
1.1.1．Mass of participants
The one most significant character of events is its high density of people. Under the circumstances of high saturation 
of people, problems as conflicts would easily be turned into fights and brawling, sometimes even more serious 
problems. Meanwhile, due to the different age, occupation, personal behaviour, life style and other differences of the 
participants, different psychological qualities, judgment, safety awareness and self-defence ability would exist and 
would make the problem even more complicated. The randomness and blindness of people could make it an easy 
problem to cause crowds and jams, sometimes even stampedes. Otherwise, some participants were involved with 
other aims; these people could cause safety problems as crimes. As we all know, the notorious England football 
hooligans and the jewellery theft during exhibitions all over the world.
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1.1.2 The temporary building of sites
Big entertaining shows, sports games, competitions, exhibition events are held with a great requirement of 
temporary sites building, sound and light, booth equipments and facilities, and after-show dismantle.  That’s the 
reason why the temporary work of building is always rushing, hardworking, complicated, and with great difficulties. 
It is a great challenge not only to contractor’s techniques and resources, but also to the quality management of the 
event. Under a circumstance of lacking techniques and irresponsible supervising, there will possibly be a lot of 
hidden problems during the event.
1.1.3 Suddenness and Uncertainty
Accident could happen in any time any where during a big event. There are a lot of reasons for it. There would be 
neither obvious signs for an accident nor time for you to notice an accident is happening. Plus the huge crowd of 
people, disasters could be happened even quicker. The pilot changed the flying plan in an air exhibition in Ukraine, 
2002, caused the death of 85 people and injury of over 100. This little temporary adjustment of the flying plan cost 
us much more than a little.
1.1.4 Terrorist attacks
Terrorist attacks are ranging a bigger aim recently. Their aims are now more random. No one knows where their 
next bomb would explode. Militaries, government buildings, embassies, city fathers are more as the aims of terrorist 
attacks. But the aims have been changed into commercial and public activities today. (See Figure 1) Nine Israelis
were killed in 1972 during the 20th Munich Olympics. In the year 2001, 75% of terrorist attacks were aimed at 
business and commercials. September.11th took away more than 3000 people. After the horrible 911 accident, 
terrorist has taken the place of traditional risks’ place and become the new and most dangerous risk of all time in 
event market.
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Chart. 1 Aims of Terrorist attacks
1.2. The diversity of emergency and the Seriousness of injury
1.2.1. An analysis of types and reasons for emergencies
Analyzing the main accidents and emergencies which had happened between the year 1950 and 2010, there are 
some major kinds of them: stampede (such had happened in the annual Muslim Pilgrimage of Mecca), terrorist 
attacks (such had happened in the 1972 Munich Olympics), Fire (such had happened in the 2005 Aichi Expo), 
natural disasters (such had happened in 2003 as the spread of virus SARS brought a huge negative impact to the 
Chinese MICE industry). They were all caused by the incomplete management of forecasting, the lack of emergency 
equipments and facilities, and the breakdown of venue facilities, man-made damages, and natural disasters and so 
on. (See Figure 2) Among all, the incomplete management of forecasting causes the most as a high rate of 58%, 
followed by 22% lacking of emergency equipments and 12% breaking down of facilities. All those tell us how 
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important it is to deal with the emergencies that could happen during events as quickly and correctly as we can. In
order to control all these risks and ensure the safety of participants, the change and adjustment of building the 
forecasting system and arranging the emergency facilities are rather important.
Chart. 2 Reasons for major accidents happened in events between the year 1950 and 2010
1.2.2. An analysis of injury
With the growing number of events and activities, the number of accident is growing as well, bringing us another 
growing number of injury and economic loss. Comparing with safety production accidents, the average death 
number of events is over its top. (See Table 1) Mistakes of risk control result the total average death of 3241 which 
is the most, breaking down of equipment 162 people per time, and others average among 50 to 55. All those 
accidents have result to an average injury of 66.24 people per time. (See Table 2) These figures show us obviously 
accident would cost huge loss both physically and economically. That’s why we should always pay attention to risk 
management in events.
Table 1 A comparison of average death between events and safety production accident
death（people） accident（times） Average death（people/per time）
Events 6624 100 66.24
Safety 
production
Serious Accident 8316 537 15.5
Accident 3162 56 56.5
Table 2 Injury and death of events home and abroad between the year 1950 and 2010
Reason Times Total Death Average Death
Natural Disaster 4 210 52.5
Equipment breakdown 12 1946 162
False alarm of forecasting system 60 3241 54
Fail evacuation 12 626 52
Man-made mistakes 10 537 54
Others 2 64 32
Total 100 6624 66.24
1.2.3. Capital Operation Difficulty 
It is required a huge size and a long-term arrangement for a big event to be organized, some event project could 
need whole year to complete every single mission progress by progress. The pre-project capital shortage may be the 
heaviest pressure for organizer. Some annual activities may take the advantage of brand effect to attract commercial 
capitals but others were put in an awkward position. On one hand, they need a huge fund to make a brand; on the 
other hand, the beginning of making a brand is always a hard time of fund raising. 
2. Risk management problems of China's Events
58%12%
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2.1. Related system and problems
2.1.1 The existing system
On August 29, 2007 the State Council executive meeting 190 passed "large-scale mass activities, safety 
regulations" (hereinafter referred to as "Regulations"), and since October 1, 2007 shall come into force. Up to now, 
this is the highest and has the most legal effort management system that we passed in big events and safety 
management. Regulation is divided into five chapters, respectively from the scientific definition to large mass the 
scope of the activities, made clear the activities of the security responsibility large mass system stipulated the large 
mass activities of the safety management in the system and measures, in violation of the provisions of the 
regulations behavior of the legal responsibility.
Key features: The undertaker of Large-scale mass activities should be respond to the activities and specific 
implementation of security. Public security organs represent the government to supervise the safety work. The 
provision avoids the phenomenon that the undertakers only enjoy the benefits, not take risks. The provision achieves 
the sharing between risks and benefits, ensures the unity between the rights and obligations, helps to ensure the 
safety of large-scale mass activities will carry out smoothly.
2.1.2 The Problems 
Firstly, the existing system of legal effect is limited. Compare with the other countries whose event security 
management system is relatively sound state, such as German。（see table 3).
Table 3 Security system for large-scale activities in developed country
Country Related System Features
German
Professional police force set Establish special kind of police for big actions
Standardize private
insurance system 
develop mature private security industry
pay attention to the analyses
of alert
enhance intelligence analysis
establish pre-warning 
assessment system
evaluate and rate from different aspects
Japan
Professional and effective 
security system
professional private security industry
Crowd control strategy analyze and control the crowd density, velocity and venue 
conductions
plan security project make different plans and strict countermeasures
USA
Investigation system ask organizer and find out potential safety problems
Patrol system patrol the venue and provide related alarm service
Marketization  security 
system
Highly developed private security industry
High-tech security Provide High-tech equipment for security 
According to "The regulations", some standard, all rules and regulations, from the legal status to see, the rules is 
usually referred to as the state council shall formulate administrative rules and regulations; From formulation main 
body, It is clearly different from the law, The law is formulated by the National People's Congress and its standing 
committee；In effect, the regulations are to be lower than the effectiveness of the law. In addition, according to the 
present regulations for large activities in the definition，because of the disunion of recognization, it's hard to 
position the activities properties and has difficult to supervise. 
Secondly, security work is hard to implement. The regulations specified in article 5 of the large mass activities 
"organizing group (hereinafter referred to as home directors to the activities of its) is responsible for the safety，the 
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undertakers are primarily responsible for the safety of large-scale mass activities. In practice, some of the organizers 
because of security awareness are not strong, working capital and other factors, make this measure does not really 
implemented.
2.2. Status and problems in enterprise risk management
2.2.1. the level of  risk management is not high
On the one hand, risk management and security program development, early warning mechanisms and 
monitoring are extremely professional activities. China's large-scale corporate event organizers lack of capacity, 
lack of comparative experience.
On the other hand, there are no specific domestic security industry laws or normative documents. Mainly exists in 
the public security departments scattered and some local governments among the normative document. Internal 
management, innovation, training, degree of specialization are deficient. Governments need to formulate relevant
regulations to help security industry more healthy develop.
2.2.2. The low quality of personnel
In the large-scale activities, manage risk and to the quality of security personnel often plays a vital role. At 
present, the domestic security industry, the quality of employees is not optimistic. Source of security personnel is a 
complex, from veterans to the laid-off retirees to the community of migrant workers, unemployed, etc, even 
including some who have criminal records, frequently leading to social security for the community residential 
tenants to commit robbery, theft, sexual assault and other act. In addition, it has no advantage in the low quality of 
professional security personnel, retirees older laid-off; the body can not meet demand, experience. Enterprises also 
lack of relevant vocational training for migrant workers, social workers and cultural qualities of the low level of idle 
workers. In the final analysis, organizers do not attach importance to the security aspects, and reduce budget 
spending. Security companies can only use a large number of migrant workers, laid-off retirees to reduce wage costs
for survival pressure.
2.2.3. Risk assessment lag
At present, China lacks risk assessment agencies specializing in large-scale activities; most agencies are 
insurance and financial rating agencies and also lack of management experience in large-scale events. In addition, 
there are still problems, such as the lack of accreditation standards for rating agencies; the level of employees is not 
high.
To the organizers, the purpose of risk assessment and security work is to successfully hold the whole event. The 
reality is the organizers spent the money to risk assessment, and in the event of an accident, it is difficult to 
investigate the risk assessment side caused by a failure of responsibility. Organizers really need is the full one-stop 
services from risk assessment to the activities of security for the entire work and transferred out the risk. What we 
lack is such kind of services in current situation, and there are no efficient cooperation between the assessment 
business and security business because of their operating in separate ways.
2.3. Risk awareness
2.3.1. Organizers lack of risk management concepts
Through the research of China's 100 major events managers in table 3, respondents had different views on
whether the organization is necessary to set up a special risk management institutions, of which 10% of respondents 
think it is necessary, 18% considered it necessary, 32% see no need, 20% think it is not necessary, the remaining 
20% that is dispensable. This shows events manager of risk management awareness is still relatively weak, that the 
establishment of risk management institutions, to build risk management mechanism, the implementation of risk 
management measures will only increase the financial budget, reducing the effectiveness of large-scale events.
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Organizers ignored the reality of risk and safety management performance is:
  
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
very necessary necessary dispensable not necessary not necessary
very much
Chart 3 awareness measure of event manager's risk management
Not required to declare. Organizers undeclared major event without authorization, make a false declaration in 
order to pass the approval etc., which make monitoring very difficult, increasing the risks of the activity.
Multi-layer subcontracted. Event organizers will be subcontracted to other units. Through the layers of 
exploitation, low profits make the final contractor inevitably cut corners. In addition, multi-layer subcontracting 
relationships make the organizers responsible for the qualification of the construction side and supervision of 
construction quality has become very weak.
Responsibility is unknown. Some organizers believe that as long as the activities approved by the public security 
departments can sit back and relax, while ignoring the security aspects of the follow-up. There are even some 
organizers mistakenly think that as long as the public security departments for approval, in respect of the public 
security departments to address security issues, responsible for security work.
2.3.2. Audience safety consciousness
Most people know the risk of emergency public safety events, but because of extremely low probability of 
occurrence of such incidents is difficult to make contact with ordinary people, over time people develop the idea that 
he is very far away from danger and it will not happen. Furthermore, the government seriously lack of publicity of 
the people's safety education, emergency response and knowledge of hedge, also resulted in poor risk awareness and 
self-protection, self-help capabilities.
3. Advises and strategies for event risk management in China
3.1. Complete a better law, and approve a wider range for applicants
      According to the Regulation we are using now, only those events listed in above match to the concepts needed to 
apply for permission. Other events ranges out of the concepts have no reference. This Regulation needed to be 
adjusted for the sake of a Time and development. If we classify the dangerous level of events by their properties, 
sizes, visitors flow rates and many other elements, different levels should be approved in different steps. Step by 
step it includes recording, estimating, security-planning and the whole plan of the event.
3.2. The Building of a Professional Governmental Management Team
In China, event risk control need the support from the department of Police, Traffic, Fire-protection, and 
Military. Most of them support events by building a temporary team. To change the situation and make it a better 
team, it could be changed into a regular team professionally supporting events and activities as mentioned. In order 
to be the core security team of great events, this team would need a whole new program of risk management, a 
professional training of cooperation, a special group of equipment allocation.  
3.3 Risk Management and Control System
      Risk management and control system of events could be made of three elements, including risk forecasting 
system, risk feedback system and risk solving system. The 2008 Beijing Olympics and the 2010 Shanghai Expo are
the best references to the practice of risk control system in China.
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3.4. Raising risk awareness
     Gathering a lot of people is a character of events. That’s why safety education, necessary drills and trainings 
should be widely participated by organizers, contractors, participants and stakeholders. Those trainings may give 
them a better understanding of risk control and safety management, and meanwhile raise the awareness of risks.
3.5. Introduce Risk Estimation 
Comparing with insurance and economic industries during events, security industry has an obvious advantage. 
Firstly those industries don’t have experiences in estimating safety of event management. Secondly, the aim for 
organizers to estimate is to ensure the regular running of an event. Normally the two industries only estimate work, 
but not after-services which are hard to satisfy organizers’ expectation.
Security industry should introduce more talented people to the industry to provide better security plans for 
organizers in risk management and control system. To create a series service to remove the risks and solve the 
problems occur may definitely help organizer get rid of those hidden risks. If the organizer could feel that it’s worth 
paying for safety, it would be a great opportunity for security industry to compete with other industries in estimating 
risks for events.
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